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Stealthy Design

GOAL

MATERIALS

TIME TO CREATE

INDIVIDUAL ACTIVITY

Read the information below and hightight important information.

The idea of creating a stealth aircraft, an aircraft with the ability to travel undetected, was
first conceived in the 7g4os. The ability to fly without detection would not only improve mili-
tary actions, it would also altow for reconnaissance (an exploratory military survey of enemy
territory) to gain important information. Al[ aircraft created a radar signature, a co[[ection
of elements that enabled radars to identify objects. The idea of a stealth aircraft was based
on engineering an airplane with no radar signature, meaning that it could fly undetected by
radars.

The first design was the U-z spy plane, an aircraft able to fty at a very high altitude in
order to reduce its radar signature. However, in t954, the Soviets were able to easily detect
the craft. The OXCARI developed in 1958, was able to fty at very high altitudes and travel at
speeds beyond Mach 3, making it more elusive to radar. The OXCART was coated with spe-
cial materials that absorbed radar energy, and parts were developed to "trap" radar energy
and prevent it from traveling back to its source. Additionally, a chemical was added to the
aircraft's fuelto reduce heat emissions. Even though the OXCART had a relatively small radar
signature, it was stillvisible on radar.

After several modifications and failed attempts, the F-n7 also known as the Stealth, was
unveiled in r989. The plane didn't look like a modern jet fighter. lnstead of having a sleek,
aerodynamic design, the F-112 was blocky and had many faceted surfaces (surfaces with flat
parts). These surfaces created a reflection, causing a radar beam to be bounced in a different
direction than the one from which it originated. The F-u7 had a radar signature of about a

hundredth of that of a conventionalairplane, making the aircraft appear to be about the size
ofa bird on radarscopes.

Today's stealth bombers, the B-z and the F-zz, have a radar signature equivalent to
that of a marble. Besides having specific surface geometry (to change the reflection), spe-
cific surface materials (to absorb radar), and modified exhaust (cooted to reduce heat sig-
nals), advancements in technology have allowed for engineers to design unmanned aircraft.
lmagine what military abilities the armed forces wilt be able to produce in the future!
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1. What could be gained by having a small radar signature?

2. Build your own stealth airplane (without radar-absorbent coating):

a. Fold a sheet of paper down the center like a hot dog, and open

it out again.

b. Take the first centimeler or tf 2" of the paper and fold it down.

c. Fotd the flap over and over until about 3/8 ofthe length ofthe
sheet is folded.

Fold the two top corners, bringing the top edges into the cen-

ter line, and fold along the center Iine.

Fold the wings down along the dotted line. Does it took like
picture? lf not, make modifications.

3. Do a test flight and record your results and observations.

d.

e.

4. What do you think the purpose of Step c. was?

TEAM CHALLENGE

The teacher wi[[ select groups of two for the team challenge and assign a number to each

group. Once teams have been selected, the teacher will record the start time. You will have

exactly Z minutes to get your supplies and make your team's stealth airplane. Your goal is

make a stealth aircraft that witl travelthe furthest distance.

Start Time + 7 Minutes = _:_ End Time

When the teacher signals that it is time to stop working, take the stealth aircrafts out-

side. Any team choosing to continue to work after teacher has signaled the stop time may be

disquatified from the contest.
One member from each team lines up for the teacher to give the signaI for the release

of the aircraft. Another team member measures the distance from the start point. The mem-

bers switch places for the second plane's opportunity. The goal is to have the plane with the
farthest distance traveled from start to finish. Teams will have two ftight opportunities per

teammate. Distances must be recorded in the space provided.
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1. Each team willtake the best distance after four flight opportunities. Record the distances:

Teammate A's Teammate A's
Flight #r yd 

- 

ft 

- 

in. Ftight #z yd 

- 

ft 

- 

in.

Teammate B's Teammate B's
Ftight #r yd 

- 

ft 

- 

in. Flight #z 

- 

yd ft 

- 

in.

2. Compute the average distance travelled in inches of all four ftights of your stealth aircraft.

Teammate A's plane average: 

- 

in. Teammate B's plane average: 

- 

in.

Team's average: 

- 

in.

3. Compare the performance of the stealth aircraftyou made with the performance of a tradi'

tional paper airplane.

Similarities:

Differences:

4. How m

and in

Today:

ight we use the concepts of radar technology in other areas of our lives, both today

the future?

Future:
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